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Abstract

In this paper we consider an Ising model with four competing interactions (external field,

nearest neighbor, second neighbors and triples of neighbors) on the Cayley tree of order two.

We show that for some parameter values of the model there is phase transition. Our second

result gives a complete description of periodic Gibbs measures for the model. We also construct

uncountably many non-periodic extreme Gibbs measures.
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1 Introduction

Lattice spin systems is a large class of systems considered in statistical mechanics. Some of

them have a real physical meaning, others are studied as suitable simplified models of more

complicated systems. The structure of the lattice plays an important role in investigations of

spin systems. For example, in order to study a phase transition problem for a system on Zd and

on a Cayley tree there are two different methods: Pirogov-Sinai theory on Zd , Markov random

field theory and recurrent equations of this theory on Cayley tree. In [2-6] for several models on

a Cayley tree, using the Markov random field theory, Gibbs measures are described.

In the paper we investigate a model with four competing interactions on the Cayley tree.

The paper is organized as follows.

In section 2 we give definitions of the model, Cayley tree and Gibbs measures.

In section 3 we reduce the problem of describing limit Gibbs measures to the problem of

solving a nonlinear functional equations.

Section 4 is devoted to describe translation-invariant Gibbs measures. We show that two

(minimal and maximal) of translation-invariant Gibbs measures are extreme in the set of all

Gibbs measures.

In section 5 we study periodic Gibbs measures and show that our model admits only

translation-invariant and periodic with period two (chess-board) Gibbs measures.

In the last section we construct uncountably many non-periodic extreme Gibbs measures.

2 Definitions

Cayley tree. The Cayley tree Tk (see [1] ) of order k > 1 is an infinite tree, i.e. a graph

without cycles, from each vertex of which exactly k + 1 edges issue. Let Fk = (V, L, i) where V

is the set of vertices of Tk, L is the set of edges of Fk and i is the incidence function associating

each edge I € L with its endpoints x, y G V. If i(l) = {x, y}, then x and y are called nearest

neighboring vertices and we write I =< x, y >. The distance d(x, y), x, y G V on the Cayley

tree is defined by the formula

d(x, y) = min{d|x = XQ, XI, ..., x,£-i, Xd = y G V such that the pairs

< XQ,X\ >,...,< Xd-\,Xd > are neighboring vertices}.

For the fixed x° e V we set

Wn = {x€ V\d(x, x°) = n}, Vn = {x€ V\d(x, x°) < n},

Ln = {I =< x,y >€ L\x,y € Vn}.

A collection of the pairs < x,x\ >,...,< Xd-\,y > is called a path from x to y. We write

x < y if the path from x° to y goes through x. We call the vertex y a direct successor of x, if



y > x and x,y are nearest neighbors. The set of the direct successors of x is denoted by S(x),

i.e.

S(x) = {yeWn+1\d{x,y) = l}, x€Wn.

We observe that for any vertex x ̂  x°, x has k direct successors and x° has k + 1.

The vertices x and y are called second neighbor which is denoted by > x, y <, if there exists

a vertex z € V such that x, z and y, z are nearest neighbors. We will consider only second

neighbors > x,y <, for which there exists n such that x, y € Wn. Three vertices x, y and z are

called a triple of neighbors and they are denoted by < x, y, z >, if < x, y >, < y, z > are nearest

neighbors and x, z € Wn, y € Wn-\, for some n € N. The fixed vertex x° is called the 0-th level

and the vertices in Wn are called the n-th level.

It is known [5] that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set V of the vertices

of the Cayley tree of order k > 1 and the group G* of the free products of k + 1 cyclic groups

of the second order with generators ai, 02,..., a^+i .

Let us define a group structure on the Tk as follows. Vertices which correspond to the

"words" g,h e Gk are called nearest neighbors and are connected by an edge if either g = ha,i

or h = ga,j for some i or j . The graph thus defined is a Cayley tree of order k. Consider a left

(resp. right) transformation shift on Gfc defined as : for go € Gk we put

Tgoh = goh(resp.Tgoh = goh) V/i € Gk.

Then the set of all left (resp. right) shifts on Gk is isomorphic to the group Gk .

The model. The Ising model, which was originally regarded as a ferromagnetic model, has

found some applications in many other physical, biological and chemical systems, and even in

sociology. The model that is considered in [8] is a natural generalization of the Ising model, and

a model of the similar form has recently been investigated by Monroe [15, 16] to understand the

physical aspects associated with the Husimi tree or the Kagome lattice. On a similar note, the

topic of statistical mechanics on non amenable graphs is a modern growing field [2, 14]. In the

same paper [8], we have presented the exact solution of an Ising model with competing restricted

interactions and zero external magnetic field on the Cayley tree F2 for order 2.

In this paper we consider the Ising Model with four competing interactions on the Cayley

tree which is defined by the following Hamiltonian

H(a) = - J3 £ a(x)a(y)a(z) - J £ a{x)a{y)-
<x,y,z> >x,y<

JX Y, cT(x)a(y)~a^a(x) (1)

where the sum in the first term ranges all triples of neighbors, the second sum ranges all second

neighbors, the third sum ranges all nearest neighbors and the spin variables a(x) assume the

values ±1. (See [11] for models with competing interactions, and see [2], [14]-[16] for the physical

motivation underlying the study of these models.)



Remark. If one considers the Hamiltonian with all possible triple (without condition x, z G

Wn) and second neighbors (without condition x, y G Wn) then the problem of describing limit

Gibbs measures becomes a difficult problem.

The various partial cases of this model have been investigated in numerous works, for ex-

ample, the case J3 = a = 0 was considered in [15], [16] and [8]. In [8], the exact solution of an

Ising model with competing restricted interactions with zero external field was presented. The

case J = a = 0 was considered in [7] ,[16], and [17]. In [7], the exact solution was found for the

problem of phase transitions. In [17] it is proven that there are two translation - invariant and

uncountable number of distinct non-translation - invariant extreme Gibbs measures. In [9] the

phase transition problem was solved for a — 0, J • J\ • J3 7̂  0 and for J3 = 0, a • J • J\ ̂  0 as

well.

In the paper we will consider the case J • J\ • J2 • a ̂  0.

Gibbs measures. Let A be a finite subset of V. Assume $7 (A) is the set of all configurations

on A, that is the functions {a(x),x G A}. Let W(V \ A) be a fixed boundary configuration. The

total energy of configuration cr(A) G Q(A) under condition a(V \ A) is defined as

H(a(A)\a(V\A)) = -J3 £ a(x)a(y)a(z) - J £ <r(x)a(y)-
< x, y, z > > X, y <
x,y,z g A x,y 6 A

Jl 2 ^My)-a^2<T(x)-J3 J2 a(x)a{y)a{z)-
< x,y > X£A < x,y,z >
x, y 6 A x 6 A, y g A, z g A or

a : € A , y € A , z ( A

J 52 a{x)c{y)-Ji E °(*My)- (2)
> x, y < < x, y >

i 6 A, y jf A z £ A , v ^ A

When all boundary points {^(y), y G V \ A} are fixed as +1, we have the positive boundary

condition and when they are fixed as — 1, we have negative boundary condition. The free

boundary condition corresponds to the case when the last three sums in the above are absent,

that is formally all boundary points are fixed as 0.

The partition function ZA(CT(V \ A)) in volume A under boundary condition a(V \ A)) is

defined as

ZA = £ exp(-/3H(a(A))\a(V \ A)),
<r(A)efi(A)

where 0 = ^ is the inverse temperature. Then the conditional Gibbs measure ^A in volume A

under boundary condition a(V \ A) is defined as

expt^^pKnA))
^ A

3 The functional equation

There are several approaches to derive the equation solutions of which describes the limit Gibbs

measures for lattice models on the Cayley tree. One approach is based on properties of Markov



random fields on Cayley tree [23] and [18]. Another approach is based on recurrent equations

for partition functions [7], [12].

Here we shall use the Markov random field method.

Let h : x —> R be a real valued function of x £ V. Given n = 1,2,..., consider the probability

measure / z^ on {—1,+1}V" which is denned by

fjSn)(<rn) = Z-1 exp { - (3H(an) + £ hxa(x)}-
1 xew J

Here, as before, (3 = ^ and an : x € Vn —• an(x) and Zn is the corresponding partition

function

hxa((x)\.

The consistency condition for /j,^(an), n > 1 is

M ^ ^ K - i ) , (4)

where a^ = {a(x),x € Wn}.

Let Vi c V2 C . . . jU^.!^ = V and 1*1,112, ••• be a sequence of the probability measures on

$Vl,$V2,... satisfying the consistency condition, where $ = {—1,+1}. Then, according to the

Kolmogorov theorem, (see, e.g. [21]), there is a unique limit Gibbs measure Hh on Q, such that

for every n = 1,2,... and an € 4>Vn the following equality holds

The following statement describes the conditions on hx which guarantee the consistency

condition of measures fj,^(an).

Proposition l.The measure fi^(an), n = 1,2,... satisfies the consistency condition (4) if

and only if for any x € V the following equation holds:

1 / el92
x " 2 g V4 9l6

here S(x) = {y, z}, < y,x,z > is a ternary neighbor and 0\ = e2^Jl,02 = e2/3J,03 — e2^Ja,04 =

Proof. Necessity. According to the consistency condition (4) we have

a(x)a(y)a(z)



hxa(x)\

exp | -

Consequently we have

II
+/?J3<j(a:)cr(y)cr(z) + /3acr(a:) + hya{y) + hza(z)}

Assume a: 6 Wn_i and 5(a;) = {y, z}, ax
n' = {cr(y),o"(2;)}. Since a^ = Uxewn-!^x , we get

(x)}. (6)

Now fix x € Wn-i and rewrite (6) for the cases <J{X) = 1 and cr{x) = —1. If &{x) = 1, we

have

N = Yl exp{PM°{y)+*(*)) +PMvM*)

+/3J3cr(y)cr(z) + f3a + hya{y) + hza(z)}

= exp{hx};

and if a(x) = —1, then

+/3J3cr(y)cr(z) - (3a + ^ycr(y) + fe2«r(z)}

= exp{—hx).

So that

^=exp{2hx}. (7)

The numerator Â  of the left-hand side is equal to

N = exp(2/?Ji + (3J + (3J3 + pa + hy + hz) + exp(-/?J - /?J3 + /3a-hy + hz)

+ exp(-/3J - /?J3 + /3a + /iy - hz) + exp(-2/3Ji + /3J + /3J3 + pa - hy - hs)

while the denumerator D is equal to

D = zxp{-2pjx+pJ + pJz-Pa + hy + hz)+exp{-pJ-pJz-pa-hy + hz)

+ exp(-pj - pJ3 - Pa + hy- hz) + exp(2pJi + PJ + PJ3 - Pa - hy - hz).



Then the equality |y = exp{2hx} implies (5).

Sufficiency. Assume that (5) is valid. From (7) we get

(a(y) + a(z)) + f3Ja(y)a(z)

f3aa(x) + hya(y) + hza(z)} = a(x) exp{a(x)hx},

where a{x) = ±1. This equality implies

exp{f3J1a(x)(a(y)

f3Ja(y)a{z) + j3J3a{x)a{y)a{z) + j3aa{x) + hya(y) + hza(z)}

(8)

Denoting i4n(x) = IIx€Wn_i a(x)i w e n a v e from

As ^ n \ n > 1 is a probability, we have

From these equalities we get Zn-\An-\ = Zn, which means that (4) holds.

According to Proposition 1 the problem of describing the Gibbs measures is reduced to the

description of the solutions of the functional equation (5).

Denote 17 = {—1,+1}^. Note that any transformation 5 of the group Gk induces a shift

automorphism 5 : Q —• Q by

(Sa)(g) = a(Sg), g € Gk, a € ft.

By Gk we denote the set of all shifts on Q. We say that a Gibbs measure /x on ft is translation

- invariant if for any T € Gk the equality /J,(T(A)) = n{A) is valid for all A € T, where T is a

standard cr-algebra of subsets of Q generated by cylinder subsets.

4 Translation-invariant Gibbs measures: phase transition

The analysis of the solution of (5) is rather tricky. It is natural to begin with the translation-

invariant solutions where hx = h is constant for all x G V. In this case from (5), we have

_
u 4



where u — e2h.

Note that if there is more than one positive solution for equation (9), then there is more

than one translation-invariant Gibbs measure corresponding to these solutions. We say that a

phase transition occurs for model (1), if equation (9) has more than one positive solution. The

number of the solutions of equation (9) depends on the parameter /3 = -^. The phase transition

usually occurs for low temperature. It is possible to find an exact value of temperature T* such

that a phase transition occurs for all T <T* where T* is called a critical value of temperature.

Finding the exact value of the critical temperature for some models means to exactly solve

the models.

Proposition 2. If d\ > 3 , 02 > # ^ , and
1

f + ie\ - 3) - 401 - 8M2 - JoH# + 20? _ 3) - 402 - 80X02 - \e\o\

k <63<

202 - 3) - 40? - 80102 + JO%(Of + 202 - 3) - 40? - 80i02 - M\

20102

then equation (9) has three positive roots u\ < u^ < u\. Here

» ( ! , 2 , 3 )

where Ui,i = 1,2 are the solutions of

= o. (10)

Proof. Denote
= ele2ezu

2 + 29lU + 0203
f{U)~ 0202 + 20i03« + 02u

2 '

We have

f"{u) =

l)u3 - 30§03(0f - 1)«2 + 60i02(0f - 6l)u + 0?03(0|(0| - 1) - 402 + 402).

Denote

A = 20i02(0
203

2 - 1); B = 30103(0? - 1);

C = 60i02(0
2 - 02); D = 0?03(02(02 - !) - 40? + 402).

It is easy to see that under conditions of the proposition we have A > 0, B > 0, C > 0, D > 0.

If equation f"{u) = 0 is equivalent to ^4u3 + Bu2 — Cu — D = 0, one can easily prove that the



last equation has unique positive solution, say it*. Thus / is convex for u < u* and concave for

u > U*. Consequently there are at most three solutions. On the other hand, it is easy to see

that (9) has more than one solution if and only if there is more than one solution of the equation

uf'(u) = f(u) which is equivalent to equation (10). Now consider (10), which can be rewritten

as

\j -i (7o \ t* r~ — J ~r ^ "11 /0 \ i J ™i Ot/Q — p-i C7o "T" ̂ t f / i — ^SGM C7O ^ = U.

Denote

111 (/%

2V 1 "I" 1 J 1 2K -r u/ 1

A simple analysis of these functions shows that under conditions of the proposition equation (9)

has three positive solutions. This completes the proof.

Thus by Propositions 1 and 2 we can formulate the following

Theorem 3. Assume the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied then for the model (1)

there are three translation-invariant Gibbs measures /zi,/Z2,/-t3 i-e. there is phase transition.

Note that /xi (/i3) corresponds to positive (resp. negative) boundary condition. The bound-

ary condition corresponding to \x2 is unclear.

The following Proposition 4 describes a useful property of general (non translation-invariant)

solutions hx to (5)

Proposition 4. Assume the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied and hx is a solution

of (5), with ux = e2hx, then

u\<ux<ul, x^V (11)

where u\ < u3 are solutions of (9).

Proof. It is clear that ux > 0, for any x 6 V. For u, v > 0 denote

Equation (5) can be rewritten as ux = F(uy,uz).

Observe that under conditions of Proposition 2 the function F(u, v) is increasing with respect

to u and v on (0, oo). Hence we conclude that

for all u, v > 0. Now we consider the function with u, v 6 (fp-,929293). By similar reason as
1

above we get
f(~^)<F(u,v)<f(92

1939i),



where f(u) = F(u,u). Repeating this argument one gets

for all n > 1. Here /(") is n-th iteration of the map x —> f(x). The sequence f^ffiOzO^) is

decreasing and bounded below by u^. Its limit is a fixed point of / and thus equal to u^. This

proves that ux < u^. The lower bound for ux is similar and gives u*.

Using Proposition 4 by similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 12.31 of [10] one can

prove the following

Theorem 5. Assume conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied then translation-invariant

measures fn,fi3 (see Theorem 3) are extreme.

Remark. The problem of extremity for measure pi is a difficult problem. Usually (see [3],

[24]) such measure which corresponds to unordered phase is extreme for the temperature which

is lower than the critical temperature of phase transition.

5 Periodic Gibbs Measures

In this section we study a periodic (see Definition 6) solutions of (5).

Definition 6. Let K be a subgroup of Gk,k > 1. We say that a collection (of functions)

h = {hx e R1 : x € Gk} is K-periodic ifhyx = hx for all x € Gk and y € K.

Definition 7. A Gibbs measure is called K-periodic if it corresponds to K-periodic collection

h.

Observe that a translation-invariant Gibbs measure is G^-periodic.

We give a complete description of periodic Gibbs measures i.e. a characterization of such

measures with respect to any normal subgroup of finite index in Gk-

Let K be a subgroup of index r in Gk, and let Gk/K = {Ko, K\,..., J^r-i} be the quotient

group, with the coset Ko = K. Let qi(x) = \Si(x) nKi\, i = 0,1,..., r - 1; N(x) = \{j : qj(x) ^

0}|, where Si(x) = {y E Gk : (x,y)}, x e Gk and | • | is the number of elements in the set.

Denote Q(x) = (qo(x),qi(x),...,qr-i(x)).

We note (see [19]) that for every x 6 Gk there is a permutation irx of the coordinates of the

vector Q(e) (where e is the identity of Gk) such that

nxQ(e) = Q(x). (12)

It follows from (12) that N(x) = N{e) for all x 6 Gk.

Each K— periodic collection is given by

{hx = hi for x e Ki, i = 0,1, ...,r — 1}.

10



For k = 2 by Proposition 1 and (12), hn, n = 0,1, ...,r — 1, satisfies

K = \ log F(e2h«nW, e2A-»o-)), (13)

where F(u, i>) is denned in the proof of Proposition 4 and ?rn is permutation of Q(e) for x 6 i^n,

Proposition 8. Suppose the conditions of Proposition 2 are satisfied then F(u, v) — F(h, v)

if and only if u = h (F(u, v) = F(u, h) if and only if v = h)

Proof. Follows from monotonity of F with respect to u (resp. v).

Let G2 be the subgroup in G<i consisting of all words of even length. Clearly, G\ is a subgroup

of index 2.

Theorem 9. Let K be a normal subgroup of finite index in G%. Then each K— periodic

Gibbs measure for model (1) is either translation-invariant or G\— periodic.

Proof. We see from (13) that

F(eh""W, eh^U)) = F(eh*"(*">, e^-o')), (14)

For any i,j,i',j' € Q(e),n = 0,1, ...,r — 1. Hence from Proposition 8 we have

Therefore,

hx = hy = h, if x,y £ Si(z), z 6

hx = hy = I, if x,y E 5i(z), zeG2\G*2.

Thus the measures are translation-invariant (if h = I) or G\— periodic (if h^l). This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Let if be a normal subgroup of finite index in G^. What condition on K will guarantee

that each K—periodic Gibbs measure is translation-invariant? We put I(K) = K 0(01,02,03},

where Oj, i = 1,2,3 are generators of G^-

Theorem 10. If I(K) ^ 0, then each K— periodic Gibbs measure for model (1) is

translation-invariant.

Proof. Take x G K. We note that the inclusion zaj G K holds if and only if Oj G K. Since

I(K) 7̂  0, there is an element a.i G K. Therefore K contains the subset Kai = {XOJ : x G K}.

By Theorem 9 we have hx — h and hxai = I. Since x and xai belong to K, it follows that

11



hx = hxai = h = 1. Thus each K— periodic Gibbs measure is translation-invariant. This proves

Theorem 10.

Theorems 9 and 10 reduce the problem of describing K— periodic Gibbs measure with

I(K) ^ 0 to describing the fixed points of f(u) = F(u, u) (see (9)) which describes translation

- invariant Gibbs measures. If I(K) = 0, this problem is reduced to describing the solutions of

the system:

(

A = -0f (30? + 604 - 1)0| - 40f04(l

A0\(0\0t + 9f- 2B\)6l + 160f 04(l + 02)02 + 160*02.

Using simple analysis one can see that (17) has two positive solutions if

<e0\

where
9l - 40? - 0\0\ + ^/(402 + 0\0\ - 0\)2 - 160?02

J

eA= -^
and

where 0^ are solutions of A = 0.

Therefore, the following theorem is proved:

12

with

Evidently the positive roots of the equation

—TT-T = 0 (16)
f(u) -u

describe the periodic (non translation-invariant) Gibbs measures.

As we are looking for positive roots (16) has the following form:

0\02{020\0\ + 20x̂ 4 + 0?0a) = 0, (17)

The discriminant A of (17) is equal to

A = -40f0^0f (0i0204 + 2)0| + AB\ - 40f0|(0i02 + 204),

where

^ 5 . <e,<0\, (18)

A2 > 640!lo0f04(0i0204 + 2)(0i02 + 204), (19)

03- < 0f < 0+, (20)



Theorem 11. Assume (^1,^2,^3,^4) satisfied conditions (18)-(20) then for the model (1)

there are two G\— periodic Gibbs measures fi\eT,fi^eT .

Remarks 1. By construction measures /ij>er,//2>er are non translation-invariant, but periodic

with period 2 (= index of normal subgroup).

2. For 64 = 1 the condition (19) can be rewritten as (see [9])

- *&« + DPS - +J^J) > 0.
This factorization gives a more simple formulation of the conditions (18)-(20) i.e. for 64 = 1

conditions (18)-(20) can be reduced to

6 Non periodic Gibbs measures

In this section we consider the case of phase transition (i.e. assume that the conditions of

Proposition 2 are satisfied). We show that functional equation (5) admits uncountably many

non periodic solutions.

Take an arbitrary infinite path TT = {a;0 = £0,^1, •••} on the Cayley tree of order 2. There

is (see [4], [20]) one-to-one correspondence between such paths and real numbers t € [0; 1]. We

will map the path TT to a function hn : x € V —> h* satisfying (5). Path IT splits Cayley tree F2

into two parts F2 and F2.

Function h* is defined by
( logtxj if xeTJ

l (21)
_ ( logtxj, if x

h ' - \ l g l if x

Denote
1

- 2 log

Proposition 12. The following inequality holds:

where

, e ) = m a x71 1? 2) z) te^fJs
W(Qit + 0230(02* + + i)(e3t + 9xe2)\

Proof. The function $(x, y) can be rewritten as

13



where A, B, C,D depends on #i, #2>#3 and y. It is easy to see that

\VAD-y/BC\
~ VAD + y/BC '

This completes the proof.

With the help of Proposition 12 it is easy to prove the following Theorem 13, similar to

Theorem 3 of [20]:

Theorem 13. For any infinite path ir, there exists a unique function h* satisfying (5) and

(21).

In the standard way (see e.g. [4], [20]) one can prove that functions h*W are different for

different t€ [0;l].

Now let fj,(t) denote the Gibbs measure corresponding to function hir^t\ t G [0; 1].

Using Theorem 5, similar to the analogous theorem of [4] we obtain the following

Theorem 14. For any t € [0; 1], there exists a unique extreme Gibbs measure /j,(t). More-

over, the above Gibbs measures m, i = 1,3, are specified as /i(0) = /H3,

Because measures n(t) are different for different t € [0; 1] we obtain a continuum of distinct

extreme Gibbs measures.
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